
Old Fashioned Muff
by Sharon Turner

As featured in: Wiley Crafter Pattern of the Month - wiley.com/go/wileycrafter

Here’s a fun accessory that you don’t often see. Great for keeping your hands warm in a 
stylish and fun way, a muff is also good when you don’t want to be continually removing 
and putting on gloves. This version is knit in the round as a long tube starting with half 
the lining, then working the outer section, then back to the liner. The Fair Isle pattern is 
easy to work, too, because it’s all knitting, and no purling. 
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FINISHED MEASUREMENTS (folded with lining inside)
11 inches wide X 6 inches high 

MATERIALS
1 ball each GGH/Muench Bel Air (90% merino, 10% nylon, 142 yd./50 g ball) 
in black #015 (A), white #013 (B), and green #021 (C). 

Set of five US 9 (5.5 mm) double pointed needles 
Set of five US 10 -1/2 (6.5 mm) double pointed needles 
Tapestry needle 

GAUGE
18 stitches and 20 rows to 4 inches over Fair Isle pattern on US 10-1/2 needles, 
or size needed to obtain gauge

PATTERN STITCHES
St st (Stockinette Stitch) Worked in Rounds 
Knit every round

MB (MAKE BOBBLE)
Knit into the front, back front, back and front (that’s five times) of the next stitch. Without turning work, 
use the left needle to pick up the fourth stitch and pass it over the fifth stitch and off the needle; pass the 
third stitch over the fifth and off the needle; pass the second stitch over the fifth and off the needle; and 
finally, pass the first stitch over the fifth and off the needle. 

FAIR ISLE PATTERN
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INSTRUCTIONS

With US 9 double pointed needles and yarn C, cast on 58 stitches. Join round, and work in St st until piece 
measures 6 inches. 

Change to US 10-1/2 needle and work turning ridge as follows. 

Purl 2 rounds. 

Next round—work bobbled edge: P2, *MB, p2; rep from * 8 times, p2 (that’s 29 stitches worked so far); 
then p2, rep from * 9 times to end of round. 

Purl 2 rounds. 

Change to yarn A, and knit 2 rounds. 

Using yarns A and B, begin working 29-stitch Fair Isle pattern repeat from Row 1 of chart. Work until you 
have completed 49 rounds (that’s three vertical repeats of the chart; the last round is Row 1 of chart for 
symmetry). 

Cut yarn B, leaving a 6-inch tail, and continuing in yarn A only, knit 1 round. 

Change to yarn C and knit 1 round. 

Work turning ridge as follows. 

Purl 2 rounds. 

Next round—work bobbled edge: P2, *MB, p2; rep from * 8 times, p2 (that’s 29 stitches worked so far); 
then p2, rep from * 9 times to end of round. 

Purl 2 rounds. 

Change to US 9 needles and continuing in yarn C only, work in St st for 6 inches from last purled round. 

Bind off loosely. 

Finishing 

Weave in loose ends. 

Lightly steam to block and even out Fair Isle pattern. 

Fold lining inside at turning ridges so that bobbles for the edges at each end, as shown in the photo. Turn so 
that the lining side is out, and stitch the bound-off edge of the lining to the cast on edge, all the way 
around. 

Lightly steam again, if necessary. 
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Here is a photo of the muff in progress to show how it is worked in   
the round: 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sharon Turner, the founder of Monkeysuits, designs popular patterns for vibrant and 
brilliantly colored knitwear for children and adults. Her patterns and kits are sold at yarn 
retailers and through Monkeysuits.com.

Sharon Turner is the author of the following knitting books, available at wiley.com.
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